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Abstract. This paper deals with Natural Language (NL) question-

answering to knowledge bases (KB). It considers the usual conceptual

graphs (CG) approach for NL semantic interpretation by joins of canon-

ical graphs and compares it to the computational linguistics approach

for NL question-answering based on logical forms. After these theoreti-

cal considerations, the paper presents a system for querying a KB of CG

in the domain of �nances. It uses controlled English and processes large

classes of negative questions. Internally the negation is interpreted as

a replacement of the negated type by its hierarchical environment. The

answer is found by KB projection, generalized and presented in NL in a

rather summarized form, without a detailed enumeration of types. Thus

the paper presents an interface for NL understanding and original tech-

niques for application of CG operations (projection and generalization)

as a means for obtaining a more "natural" answer to the user's negative

questions.
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1 Introduction

The challenging idea of building NL interfaces for man-machine communication
has led to numerous approaches, di�erent research prototypes and industrial sys-
tems during the last decades. The early examples of NL interfaces to databases
appeared in the 70's, with LUNAR as an English querying system, when important
problems like weight of English interrogative pronouns (each, every) and scope of
question quanti�ers were investigated for the �rst time. The most recent systems
are already integrated in industrial applications, like EnglishQuerywhich is em-
bedded in MicroSoft SQL Server 2000 and advertized as the top NL interface
to databases. It deals with plurals and successfully processes large classes of pos-
itive questions with relatively complex but syntactically unambiguous sentence
structure. However, EnglishQuery does not demonstrate particular intelligence
in treating quanti�ers and behaves inadequately even in simple cases of negative



sentences. So we pessimistically conclude that the NL processing �eld did not
progress signi�cantly with the treatment of negation and quanti�ers during the
last twenty years.

In general, the negation is a rather problematic language phenomenon which
might be unclear or ambiguously interpreted by human beings. From compu-
tational perspective, processing negative sentences is almost impossible even
for such relatively simple systems for NL understanding, like NL interfaces to
databases, where the input consists of quite short text (one interrogative sen-
tence). There are at least two reasons why processing negation is so diÆcult:

� The system has to determine which is the negated sentence phrase (i.e. to
decide about the scope); moreover negation scope often overlaps with the
scope of the generalized quanti�ers and tense operators;

� Negating a sentence phrase means semantic negation of an event, an object,
quality, location, manner, context and so on. The semantic analyzer has to
perform semantic interpretation (in principle by application of some prover)
of the negation in the proper way. But we know that such interpretation
requires:
(a) detailed knowledge models of the closed world and
(b) non-trivial AI proving techniques which are either undecidable or quite

ine�ective to apply; the implementation of such provers requires too
much e�orts and they still do not exist practically.

This paper presents an approach for original "ontological" treatment of nega-
tion in simple NL queries to KB of CG. Asking a question to CG KB requires
translation of the query to a CG, so in sections 2 and 3 we briey overview
related research. Section 4 presents the question-answering system that we have
implemented. Sections 5, 6 and 7 contain correspondingly an example, current
evaluation and the conclusion.

2 Translating NL to Conceptual Graphs

"Understanding" NL sentences by translating them to CG is one of the most
popular CG application, after the CG theory has been published in the early
80's. CG are a form of logic; they only represent the propositional content of a
sentence, syntactic features of the original are lost [16]. For example consider:

(PAST)->[SITUATION: [CAT: #]<-(AGNT)<-[EAT]->(PTNT)->[FISH: #]].

This graph means: (1)The cat ate the �sh. (2) The �sh was eaten by the

cat. (3) The (past) eating of the �sh by the cat. So the general idea is that
understanding NL (i.e. extracting CG from text) means to process the syntax,
to �nd the semantics "behind" it and to encode this semantics as a CG.

Most of the systems translating NL to CG work sentence by sentence and
translate sentences to insulated graphs. Nearly no attempts were made to resolve
some NL references in neighbor sentences (from the input text) and to translate
them to identities and coreference links within the obtained KB of graphs.



2.1 Early implementations in the 80's

The �rst algorithm is presented in [13]. It proposes NL semantic parsing by the
so-called compositionality principle: joins of canonical graphs (describing lexical
semantics of encountered words) are performed according to allowed related
syntactic rules; the successful results give both the syntax tree and the joined
graph as semantic representation. Another source is [15] which discusses in more
details an earlier implementation presented in [14].

A rather early implementation is presented in [6] where the authors state
"The join operation plays the same role as the lambda evaluation used in the

logical form approach". [6] is the only comparison between the "classical syntactic
approach", where the semantic representation of the sentence is build as a logical
form semicompositionally from the syntax tree, and the algorithm in [13]. The
paper [6] claims that although very similar to the classical syntactic approach
at an abstract level, semantic parsing by CG o�ers natural possibilities to de�ne
semantic �lters by canonical graphs, which are easy and exible word-centered
descriptions. There is an intuitive parallel between the join operation and the
derivation in context-free grammars: since the join is applied to one concept (in
two graphs) and the context-free composition works with rules with one variable
to the left-side, the join de�nes some sort of "context-free calculus" over graphs.

DANTE [17] is the �rst serious e�ort to encode lexical semantics in a systematic
way. DANTE performs question-answering in Italian from the KB. Its early version
works with about 850 extended word-sense de�nitions. DANTE keeps separately
morphological, syntactic and semantic knowledge and performs real morpho-
logical analysis. Its grammar with approx. 100 rules covers about 80% of the
syntactic phenomena in the analyzed corpus. The syntax analysis is performed
independently of the semantic interpretation, so the input to the semantic mod-
ule is a set of syntax trees for the given sentence. Finally, each sentence is trans-
lated into CG using a semantic lexicon. DANTE semantic analysis is similar to
Sowa's proposal [13] on an abstract level.

2.2 Prototypes dealing with controlled languages in the 90's

Few implementations are worth to be mentioned as research prototypes in real
domains with practical importance. Two of them deal with medical texts, which
are characterized by rather telegraphic style. For the understanding of an ut-
terance, the semantic structure is more important than the syntactic one. Such
texts are very successfully treated by semantic interpretation using CG.

METEXA [12] performs knowledge-based analysis of radiological reports and
answers questions about their semantic representation. The system lexicon was
built using a corpus of 1500 radiological texts containing about 8000 di�erent
wordforms with about 120000 occurrences. METEXA is the �rst system for Ger-
man. It has a fullform lexicon, where the compound German terms are de�ned,
and performs syntactic analysis of the input phrases. The semantic analysis
works in parallel with the syntatic one. This system distinguishes explicit and



implicit conceptual relations (similarly to DANTE). The implementation is based
on resolution similarly to [6].

RECIT [11] analyzes sentences from medical texts in French, English and
German and stores the sentence meanings into CG. RECIT works on free-text
patient documents in digestive surgery. A system-speci�c elaboration is the so
called "proximity processing", which aims at the decomposition of the sentence
into meaningful fragments, given a partial interpretation of the sentence. Thus
RECIT analyzer is a modular system, composed of two parts which are necessary
to separate the language-independent from the language-speci�c processing. Mi-
nor changes are necessary for adding a new NL to the system. RECIT analyzer
is not based on a formal grammar but on a set of sequential semantically-driven
procedures which incrementally build a meaningful structure.

More recent prototypes with certain lexical and structural limitations are
BEELINE [9] (which processes limited vocabulary in the world of robots and trans-
lates imperative phrases and simple sentences to CG); Knowledge extractor [3,
4](which relies on a knowledge engineer to highlight NL fragments from the input
text and translates them to CG); CG Mars Lander [7, 8] (which skips unknown
words from input sentences and thus de�nes a NL sublanguage).

3 Syntax plus Logical Forms vs NL Translation to CG

Without semantics, a program could not choose among ambiguous parsings.
Without syntax, a system could probably not distinguish "John stopped to help

Mary" and "John stopped helping Mary". "There are many di�erent ways to com-
bine syntactic and semantic information in a parser. Generally the less syntax
is used, the more domain-speci�c the system is. This allows you to construct a
robust system relatively quickly, but many subtleties may be lost in the interpre-
tation of the sentence. In addition, such systems typically do not generalize well
to new domains. In some applications, however, the domain-dependent pattern-
matching approach may be the only way to attain reasonable performance for
the foreseeable future." [1] It is clear that both approaches have their bene�ts.

The claim that "the join operation plays the same role as the lambda eval-

uation used in the logical form approach" in [6] was probably correct in 1986
but meanwhile the computational linguistics made big progress during the last
decades. The present theory of logical grammars allows uniform treatment of
quanti�ers and logical operators. There are well-studied techniques for (partial)
resolution of scope and weight. In contrast, CG-related prototypes made no at-
tempts to process several generalized quanti�ers in one sentence. So in this paper
we choose the approach (i) to parse the negation as a logical operator, (ii) to
translate the input sentence to its logical form, (iii) to decompose the logical
form to positive and negated disjuncts, (iv) to translate them to CG and (v) to
process them independently (see section 4).



4 Question-answering

The presented question-answering system deals with controlled English queries
in the �nancial domain. The system can process all main wh- types of questions
(except why-questions) with or without negation. The main question-answering
steps are shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Processing NL queries to KB of CG

Some of the queries might have more than one correct answer and sometimes
most of them refer to similar information. In order to obtain a more "natural"
answer to a user's request, the system generates a generalized answer.

4.1 Recognition and interpretation of negations in user queries

An original bottom-up parser is developed for the purposes of syntactic analy-
sis. The parser uses the following resources: (i) a lexicon with common words
and �nancial terms with corresponding morphotactic rules and (ii) a grammar



covering 80% of the collected corpus of queries. During the parsing process the
system semicompositionally produces the intermediate logical form of the input
utterance. For example, the question (1) "Who does not buy bonds?" will be
translated to:

(1') :(8(X; bond(X)&buy(Y )&�(Y; agnt; Univ)&�(Y; obj;X)))

The object to be extracted is marked by a special variable "Univ". The �-terms
correspond to the thematic roles of the verb. If the question has a negation (as
in the above example), its scope is considered ambiguous at this intermediate
processing stage. To solve this problem we �rst set negation scope to the whole
sentence and after that we construct all possible logical forms with localiza-
tion of the negated phrases. Note that the approach illustrated by examples in
this article is adequate for input NL questions containing no disjunctions and
implications. So the present assumption is that the intermediate logical form
contains conjunctions only. But obviously there are no theoretical limitations
to generalize the considerations and process input logical forms containing for
instance disjunctions; for simplicity we focus on input NL queries without logical
operators.

Location of the negated sentence phrases: The logical formulae (1') is
transformed to Prenex Conjunctive Normal Form (PCNF). This form is bet-
ter than the original one, because the negation scope is maximally localized to
the phrases, which are presented as a set of conjunctions. Each conjunct is one
unambiguous meaning of the sentence and can be treated separately from the
remaining conjuncts in the formulae. All conjuncts give all possible meanings of
the sentence.
For example, the PCNF of query (1) is the conjunction of the following three
logical forms:

(2.1) 9(X;:bond(X)&buy(Y )&�(Y; agnt; Univ)&�(Y; obj;X))
(2.2) 9(X; bond(X)&:buy(Y )&�(Y; agnt; Univ)&�(Y; obj;X))
(2.3) 9(X;:bond(X)&:buy(Y )&�(Y; agnt; Univ)&�(Y; obj;X))

Informally these items can be translated in a more "natural" language as:

(2.1a)Who does buy �nancial instruments di�erent from bonds ?

(2.2a)Who is doing other actions with bonds except buying them?

(2.3a)Who is doing other actions except buying with something di�erent from

bonds ?

The PCNF consists of disjunctions of logical forms, containing two major types
of literals: concepts and relations between them. Only concepts can be negated in
our interpretation. Unfortunatelly, the number of possible interpretations of the



input question with negation grows factorially with the number of its concepts
[10].

Transforming the conjuncts of the query PCNF to a set of CG: Both
types of literals in the logical form are translated to CG components as concepts
and relations between them respectively. The concept addressed by the query is
translated as a universally quanti�ed instance with morphological and syntactic
features derived from the parsing results (for instance we need to remember the
tense of the verbs, the number of the nouns etc.). These features are encoded
as referents. So, in the forthcoming projection this concept will be "projected"
to all KB concepts that have compatible referents. At this point every negated
concept is replaced by its hierarchical environment. Most generally, every concept
corresponding to a verb is replaced by its "antonym or complementary events";
every object is replaced by the so-called restricted universally quanti�ed concept
(see further details in section 4.2). At the end of these transformations, we obtain
a set (
) of CG which covers all possible readings of the input NL query.

4.2 Searching the KB

Extraction of CG answers is performed by projection. Each graph from 
 is
projected to the KB.

Processing of queries without negation or any modalities: The query
PCNF consists of one conjunct only and it is translated to one conceptual graph
which has a concept of a "Univ" type. This graph is projected to the KB. All
resulting CG are found and a set of concepts (which were projected to the con-
cept of "Univ" type) is retrieved from these CG. These concepts are the most
generalized concepts that appear in graphs returned by the projection of the
query to the KB. In order to avoid some repetitions and pre-specializations of
the answer, the set of concepts is generalized by looking for all the concepts
in this set that have common immediate parent. If these concepts are all the
children of the common parent they are replaced with the parent.
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For example if all concepts retrieved from the projection results are:
fbond, preferred stock, municipal bond, common stock, contract, government

stockg

then generalized concepts (according to the part of the type hierarchy repre-
sented in Fig.2) are:
fbond, contract, stockg

The generated NL answer will contain these three objects only.

Processing of queries with negation: Translating PNCF with negation to
CG depends on:

� Negation of the event in the input query (i.e. negation of the main verb).
Events are ordered in the KB hierarchy. So the �rst step in processing the
negation is to �nd all the siblings of the negated event. Furthermore a new
graph for each sibling is produced. All of these graphs have one unknown
concept (universally quanti�ed concept) and they are projected to the knowl-
edge base in order to receive all possible candidates that satisfy this query.
Example: the query graphs constructed as "negation" of
(2.2) 9(X; bond(X)&:buy(Y )&�(Y; agnt; Univ)&�(Y; obj;X)) are:

(2.2.1) [BOND: {*}]<-(OBJ)<-[SELL]->(AGNT)->[UNIV: *].

(2.2.2) [BOND: {*}]<-(OBJ)<-[TRADE]->(AGNT)->[UNIV: *].

In the type hierarchy SELL and TRADE are sibling concepts of BUY.
� Negation of some objects and characteristics: The negated concept in this

case is presented as a restricted universally quanti�ed concept. Restricted
here means that it can be projected to all concept types belonging to the set
S(nc), where:

S(nc) = (Sib(nc)
S
SonSib(nc)) nSon(nc), where nc is the negated concept;

Sib(x) = fyjsibling(x; y)g
Son(x) = fyjparent(x; y)g
SonSib(x) =

S
y2Sib(x) Son(y)

Example: for the concept Stock at Fig.2:
S(Stock) = (Sib(Stock)

S
SonSib(Stock)) n Son(Stock) =

fBond, Hybrid Security, Asset Backed Security, Mortgage Backed SecuritygS
fCorporate Bond, Municipal Bond, Agency Bond, Income Bondgn

fGovernment Stock, Preferred Stock, Common Stockg

Then the query graph constructed as "negation" of
(2.1) 9(X;:bond(X)&buy(Y )&�(Y; agnt; Univ)&�(Y; obj;X)) is:

(2.1.1). [Univ: disj{S}]<-(OBJ)<-[BUY]->(AGNT)->[UNIV: *].

and the query graphs constructed as "negation" of
(2.3) 9(X;:bond(X)&:buy(Y )&�(Y; agnt; Univ)&�(Y; obj;X)) are:



(2.3.1). [Univ: disj{S}]<-(OBJ)<-[SELL]->(AGNT)->[UNIV: *].

(2.3.2). [Univ: disj{S}]<-(OBJ)<-[TRADE]->(AGNT)->[UNIV: *].

Retrieving the answer by KB projection: The projection returns all CG
that ful�ll the query graph. However, this result may not be convenient for the
generation of a NL answer. So we additionally process these CG in order to
obtain the corresponding pairs (query concept/KB concept).
For example, the result of the projection operation of graphs: (2.1.1), (2.2.1),
(2.2.2), (2.3.1) and (2.3.2) for the query (1) to the KB is:

� For conjunct (2.1), Who buys "non-bonds"? the answer is:

[univ\pension_fund, not_bond\government_stock]

In other words, "Univ" appears to be "Pension Fund" and "non-bonds" to
be "Government Stocks". The answer is generated from the CG in the KB:

[BUY]-(AGNT)->[PENSION_FUND: #]

-(OBJ)->[GOVERNMENT_STOCK: {*}]

-(LOC)->[PRIMARY_MARKET: #].

� For conjunct (2.2), Who "not buy" bonds? there are two answers:

[not_buy/sell,univ/demander]

[not_buy/trade,univ/company,bond/corporate_bond]

Thus on one hand, "Univ" appears to be "Demander" and "not buy" to be
"sell". On the other hand , "Univ" appears to be "Company" , "not buy" to
be "trade" and "Bonds" to be "Corporate Bonds". The answer is generated
from the CG in the KB correspondingly:

[SELL]-(AGNT)->[DEMANDER: #]

-(OBJ)->[BOND: {*}]

-(LOC)->[PRIMARY_MARKET: #].

[TRADE]-(AGNT)->[COMPANY: #]

-(OBJ)->[CORPORATE_BOND: {*}]

-(CHAR)->[NEWLY_ISSUED: #].

� For conjunct (2.3), Who "not buy" "non-bonds"? there are three answers:

[not_buy/sell,univ/broker,not_bond/stock]

[not_buy/sell,univ/broker,not_bond/hybrid_security]

[not_buy/trade,univ/stockholder,not_bond/hybrid_security]

In the �rst one "Univ" is associated with "Broker", "not buy" with "sell"
and "non-bonds" with "Stocks". In the second one, "Univ" is associated with
"Broker", "not buy" with "sell" and "non-bonds" with "Hybrid Securities".
In the third one, "Univ" is associated with "Stockholder" , "not buy" with
"trade" , "non-bonds" with "Hybrid Securities". The answer is generated
from the following CG in the KB:



[SELL]-(AGNT)->[BROKER: #]

-(OBJ)->[STOCK: {*}]->(CHAR)->[MATURITY]-

(ATTR)->[SHORT_TERM].

[SELL]-(AGNT)->[BROKER: #]

-(OBJ)->[HYBRID_SECURITY: {*}]

-(LOC)->[NYSE].

[TRADE]-(AGNT)->[STOCKHOLDER: #]

-(OBJ)->[HYBRID_SECURITY: {*}]

-(LOC)->[STOCK_EXCHANGE].

4.3 Answers Generation

We replace all negated phrases and questioned concepts in the logical form with
results of the projection operation of CG to the KB. By backward operation we
reconstruct the sentence from its logical form. In this application, the generation
is simpler than the one presented earlier in [2] since we do not approach the
discourse problems but rather produce NL answers containing lists of isolated
sentences. In the NL generation we also use information from the lexicon and
the fact that all answers are universally quanti�ed statements, because of the
speci�c domain. Additional information is available about KB CG from which
the results are generated.

In the example of query (1), the generated set of answers is:

Answer to (2.1): ['Pension funds buy government stocks.'],

Answer to (2.2): ['Demanders sell bonds.', 'Companies trade corporate bonds.'],

Answer to (2.3): ['Brokers sell stocks and hybrid securities.',

'Stockholders trade hybrid securities.']

When negating some objects or characteristics it is possible to receive more
than one result for the query concept. In these cases the system tries to generalize

them, if it is possible, in order to produce more "natural" answer. All of them
are shown as answers to the user, since they cannot be further generalized. Note
that "Brokers sell stocks" and "Brokers sell hybrid securities" are aggregated as
one sentence, but STOCK and HYBRID SECURITY can not be generalized to
SECURITY due to the following: (i) because the negated concept BOND is a
child of SECURITY in the type hierarchy (Fig. 2) and (ii) because the other
children of SECURITY are missing.

5 Example with negated location

This section further illustrates our question-answering approach. Let us consider
the query:



Who does not buy securities on the primary market?

Logical form:

8(X; security(X)&buy(Y )&�(Y; agnt; UNIV )&�(Y; obj;X)&�(Y; loc; Z))

The PCNF is a disjunction of seven logical forms:

1. 8(X;:primary market(X)&

8(Y; security(Y )&buy(Z)&�(Z; agnt; Univ)&�(Z; obj; Y )&�(Z; loc;X)));
2. 8(X; primary market(X)&

9(Y;:security(Y )&buy(Z)&�(Z; agnt; Univ)&�(Z; obj; Y )&�(Z; loc;X)));
3. 8(X; primary market(X)&

9(Y; security(Y )&:buy(Z)&�(Z; agnt; Univ)&�(Z; obj; Y )&�(Z; loc;X)));
4. 8(X; primary market(X)&

9(Y;:security(Y )&:buy(Z)&�(Z; agnt; Univ)&�(Z; obj; Y )&�(Z; loc;X)));
5. 8(X;:primary market(X)&

9(Y;:security(Y )&buy(Z)&�(Z; agnt; Univ)&�(Z; obj; Y )&�(Z; loc;X)));
6. 8(X;:primary market(X)&

9(Y; security(Y )&:buy(Z)&�(Z; agnt; Univ)&�(Z; obj; Y )&�(Z; loc;X)));
7. 8(X;:primary market(X)&

9(Y;:security(Y )&:buy(Z)&�(Z; agnt; Univ)&�(Z; obj; Y )&�(Z; loc;X))).

Projection result:

1. [],

2. [],

3. [[not_buy/sell,univ/underwriter],

[not_buy/trade,univ/dealer]],

4. [],

5. [[univ/company,not_security/commercial_paper,

not_primary_market/open_market]],

6. [[not_buy/sell,univ/corporation,

not_primary_market/negotiated_market],

[not_buy/trade,univ/company,security/corporate_bond,

not_primary_market/open_market]],

7. [].

In this example items: 1, 2, 4 and 7 have no projections in the KB, because either
there is no appropriate information about them in CG KB or these questions
are nonsense. In items 3 and 6 there are more than one correct answers due to
negation of the main action. The number of such answers depends on the number
of complementary verbs of negated verb - in our case the verb "buy" has two
complementary verbs "trade" and "sell".
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In the item 6 the negated concept "primary market" is projected to its sibling
concepts "negotiated market" and "open market" in the type hierarchy (Fig. 3).

Generated set of answers:

1.[]

2.[]

3.['Underwriters sell securities on the primary market.',

'Dealers trade securities on the primary market.']

4.[],

5.['Companies buy commercial papers on the open market.']

6.['Corporations sell securities on the negotiated market.',

'Companies trade corporate bonds on the open market.']

7. []

6 Evaluation

In general, question-answering systems are hard to evaluate, as there is no well-
de�ned "correct answer". We cannot give accuracy measures and usually apply
task-based evaluation, i.e. we evaluate whether the system helps the user to
solve his/her particular problem. In this case, the implemented prototype sup-
ports knowledge acquisition process and provides friendly answers to queries
about the available KB types and their hierarchical and factual connections.
Note that this paper does not solve problems like "whether BUY is the negation
of TRADE and/or SELL"; this is a question that may look complicated for most
human beings too. Rather, the paper presents the KB content as it is acquired
and labeled by the knowledge engineer.

The presented system is implemented in Sicstus Prolog and uses the following
resources:

� Lexicon of approx. 500 words and grammar of approx. 100 rules;

� Type hierarchy of about 150 concepts in the �nancial domain;

� KB of about 300 CG.



The system processes most types of wh-questions and questions requiring
"true/false" answer. We describe in more details the processing of the �rst type
of questions, because they are more diÆcult and interesting from research point
of view. The completeness of the generated NL answers depends only of the
completeness of the CG KB. The approach is practically suitable only for sim-
ple questions because of the factorial complexity of the algorithm for negation
interpretation.

Although there are no problems to implement "how many/much" questions,
they are not realized in this version of the system. Such questions suppose ac-
cumulation of the answers and their processing can be reduced to counting the
number of the answers found by the described algorithm, which was considered
as relatively useless. The questions how and why require much more complex KB
processing and are not covered in this article.

7 Conclusion and Further work

The presented system is an example of handling simple questions with or with-
out negation. Up to our knowledge at this point there is no other NL question-
answering system treating negation based on CG. At the same time it is clear
that rather complex questions can be treated only if "restricted" English is
turned to "formalized" English by further constraints. Despite the limitations,
the system is very useful for verbalization of facts in the closed world of a
restricted domain and provides rather e�ective interface for simple question-
answering tasks.

At present we plan further development in the following directions:

� development of a web-based user friendly system interface, to be integrated
as a part of CGWorld tool [5];

� processing other types of questions, for instance questions including modalities
like most, usually, any, every, nothing, none, noone, nobody etc.

� enlarge the linguistic knowledge of the prototype (lexicon and parsing rules).
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